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the winalign 9.2 software will then launch and will require you to
specify the source and target versions of the source files. after you
have specified the source and target versions, click align. you'll be
able to see the results in the preview window. once the alignment
is complete, click ok to close the software. if there are problems,

click help to get additional information about the alignment. if you
see a blue box on the left side of the windows taskbar, the

alignment is still in progress. it appears that windows 98 is still
waiting for the alignment process to complete. to finish the
process, the blue box must disappear. at that point, you can

continue to use the computer. you can also force windows 98 to
end the alignment process by starting the task manager and right-
clicking on the process called winalign.exe. after you have ended
the alignment process, the blue box that was on the left side of

the windows taskbar can reappear if the alignment is not
successful. a progress bar on the right side of the task manager

may also indicate that the alignment is still in progress. a
messagebox will appear if winalign is unable to find the winsta.dll

file. you can try to locate the winsta.dll file by using windows
explorer to look in the windows directory, program files directory

or the windows subdirectory. the alignment process can be started
manually by launching the winalign setup program. this program
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can be started from the windows 98 start menu or from the
windows 98 shortcut menu. if the alignment process is still in
progress, you can end it by clicking on the stop button on the

windowssystem taskbar. after the alignment process is stopped, a
progress bar will appear on the right side of the task manager.
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i use winalign to align program files (exes) and dll files. i prefer to
align by using these utilities because i hate to have to download

the files to another computer or perform manual alignment.
although you can manually align files, it is not as efficient as using

winalign. i have used winalign to align hundreds of applications
and it usually works well. after selecting the project type, the next
step is to choose the file to be aligned. because winalign is an add-

on to winalign, you can choose a file from the winalign project.
however, the winalign project will not store the file. once you have

selected a file, the winalign utility will display a list of matching
segments in your source document. after selecting the segments

to be aligned, the program will begin to align them. once the
program has finished aligning the segments, they will appear in

the winalign project. note that the alignment of segments is based
on the character position. this means that if there is a word that is

split into two segments, the winalign program will align each of
those segments separately. for example, if the word "while" is

found in a sentence, the "i" and "e" will be aligned separately. in
this case, you will have one entry in the translation memory for

the "while" word, not two. the same is true for segments that are
found at the beginning or end of the document, like the word "the"
in the following example: "the han..", "the second.", "the fourth."

in the winalign project, you can see the alignment of the segments
for a selected word. to do this, right-click on the word in the
winalign project and select the "align" command. once the

segments are aligned, you can use the translation memory to
make sure that the segments are appropriately identified and

translated. for example, if you translated the word "the" as "en el",
you would type in "the" in the translation memory box.
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